Ethical considerations of researchers conducting pediatric clinical drug trials: a qualitative survey in two Belgian university children's hospitals.
There is a general consensus about the underlying theoretical ethical principles that ground the practice of pediatric clinical trials: scientific necessity, good risk/benefit ratio, minimized burden, and parental consent/child assent. However, these principles are so broadly construed that it is not always clear how they should be applied in clinical practice. We conducted a qualitative study at Ghent University Hospital and the hospital of the Dutch-speaking university of Brussels on how researchers weigh ethical principles, assess the risk/benefit balance, estimate patient experience, and experience informed consent procedures in pediatric drug studies. Based on our assessment of the burden and risk versus benefit ratio in 62 pediatric drug research protocols, we selected 21 studies for further study to maximize diversity. Twenty-seven researchers (17 physicians, 10 study nurses) completed a qualitative survey about their study. We compared their responses to our assessments. The risk benefit assessment of our participants about their own research projects resembled our assessment almost perfectly. Assessing burden appeared to be more subjective. The researchers were confident in their ability to obtain valid consent. However, we question whether this confidence is warranted. We argue for constant ethical reflexivity in pediatric clinical trials, because broad ethical principles are not always easy to apply to specific situations. What is Known: • Several international guidelines and a large body of scientific literature indicate a broad consensus about the basic ethical framework for pediatric clinical trials, based on risk benefit assessment and respect for autonomy. • Little is known about how researchers implement these broad principles in practice. What is New: • Researchers' risk/benefit assessments about their own studies resembled the assessment of neutral peers, assessing burden was more subjective. • Researchers were very confident in their ability to obtain valid informed consent.